Microstructure of nonideal methanol binary liquid mixtures.
The nonideality of binary mixtures is often related to the nature of the interactions between both liquids and of the heterogeneity at the nanoscale-named microstructure. When one of the liquids is a hydrogen bonds former and the second is aprotic, the progressive diluting of the hydrogen-bonding network leads to a clustering and nanophases. By considering two mixtures, toluene-methanol and cyclohexane-methanol, the nonideality and its connection with the structure at the nanoscale and the intermolecular interactions are numerically investigated. Contrary to the toluene that is fully miscible in methanol, cyclohexane presents a high range of immiscibility which makes it a relevant system to study the nucleation (local segregation) and its propagation. In both mixtures, the deviation from the ideal behavior is observed. In the case of the toluene-methanol mixture, the initial hydrogen-bonding network corresponding to a homogenous structure is locally broken due to the favorable toluene-methanol interactions leading to the spatial heterogeneity at the origin of the nonideality. In the range of miscibility of the cyclohexane-methanol mixtures, the formation of hydrophobic nanophases of larger size is observed due to the unfavorable interactions between both components leading to a self-organizing of cyclohexane molecules. The immiscibility of cyclohexane and methanol are then correlated to the formation of nanophases and their propagation, which are also at the origin of the spatial heterogeneity. In the pure methanol, we highlight the disconnection between the clustering and the heterogeneity. We shed light on the fact that the prepeak observed in the structure factor is independent of the degree of heterogeneity, but is connected to the presence of cyclic clusters.